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Ivan Johnson signs to play in China 

By Chris Vivlamore

Ivan Johnson has agreed to a deal to play in China next season, according to his agent.

Johnson, who played the past two seasons with the Hawks, will play for Zhejiang China next season said agent Jeremiah
Haylett. It is the same team Eddy Curry played for last season.

Johnson was an unrestricted free agent after the Hawks did not make the forward/center a qualifying offer this offseason. He
appeared in 125 games, including five starts, for the Hawks over the past two seasons. He averaged 6.5 points and 3.9
rebounds in 15.8 minutes a game.
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Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 10:06 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB

"if Josh Smith (a player) was arrested for a DUI, this blog would go crazy. 

But our HC, who is supposed to lead by example, and be a leader of men...gets arrested for a DUI...that's bad. And he
deserves a lot of heat. DF has to be steaming right now. "

I don't even think it's just a player/coach thing. If Kyle Korver got arrested for DUI, I'm pretty sure much of this blog would let it
slide a lot easier than if Josh did. People have their preconceived notions on everything.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 10:06 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB

By the way, Coach Bud's problems go beyond just alcohol. 

http://www.myfoxatlanta.com/story/23286911/atlanta-hawks-head-coach-dui

D.U.I./ALCOHOL (40-6-391.A1)
D.U.I./DRUGS (40-6-391.A2)
TAILLIGHTS INSTALLED ON VEH
DUI - MULTIPLE SUBSTANCES-MISD (40-6-391.A4)
D.U.I./ALCOHOL & DRUGS (40-6-391.A3)
D.U.I. PERSON CONCENTRATION (40-6-391(A)5)

"Multiple Substances"

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 10:06 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB

"Naj - took this statement out of context."

"Millsap is not to my knowledge a poor " Team " defender.
Not to the point that other than blocking shots, Josh was all that better.
Josh had many weaknesses as a defender:
*partially due to playing a one man zone, he was not an accountable defender
*never boxed out
*never closed out hard on perimeter shooters
*was not a great post defender
*failed to get back on defense often [whining to the officials]"

Nah. I didn't take it out of context. You just confirmed exactly what I said earlier, that you think the only significant difference
between Josh and Millsap on D is Josh's shot blocking ability. I stand by what I said earlier. The difference between Josh
and Millsap on D goes far beyond that, and the on/off stats back that up, particularly when you narrow it down to Josh's
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playing time with the rest of the starting lineup. 

I suggest you go watch the game against the Kings last year if you think Josh isn't a great post defender. Al got torched by
Cousins for 2 and a half quarters, and then Josh shut him down. Give me a break.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 10:08 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB

"Utah was a lottery team for two reasons. First, their back court was a hot mess. Second, Al Jefferson is a ball hog who
doesn't play defense. Millsap didn't have the personality type to call Jefferson out on it and try to assert himself. The Hawks
organization let Josh walk for nothing to give Horford a chance to show what he can do as a centerpiece. Millsap
compliments that perfectly. So yes, Utah was a lottery team. But would they have been with Horford in place of Jefferson. "

I don't necessarily disagree with any of this, although I refuse to speculate about the personalities of people I don't know
personally. My only point earlier is that the idea that Millsap is an upgrade from Josh is ridiculous. If the Hawks get lucky, he's
a lateral move. I still think the team this year will come close to last year's win total, but it will be primarily because of
Teague's development, not because of Millsap.

"Najeh, do you think the Hawks make the playoffs if you sustitute Jefferson for Horford last season? I don't."

No, but I don't think the Jazz make the playoffs if you substitute Horford for Jefferson either.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 10:10 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB

"btw you better check the census. san antonio and houston are not small markets. san antonio may be one of the fastest
growing cities in the us and houston has always over shadowed atlanta. a lot if money there and a lot of support for the
rockets."

Market size is about the metro area, not the city itself. You are right about Houston, but San Antonio is a small market
because its metro area beyond the city is very small. The city of San Antonio has twice as many people as the city of Atlanta,
but the San Antonio metro area has less than half as many people as the Atlanta metro area.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 10:15 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

Over the last 10 years, the San Antonio metro area has grown by 25%. The Atlanta metro area has grown by 24%. Not much
of a difference.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_metropolitan_areas_in_Northern_America

Posted by Steve-W at 10:16 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
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Report Abuse

You gotta include Austin with San Antonio though - its only about an hour and 15 minutes straight shot between the 2 cities -
alot of austinites can go to spurs games if they want

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 10:18 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

Marc J. Spears @SpearsNBAYahoo 12s
Ivan Johnson signed a one-year deal with no opt-out, but hopes to return to NBA at the end of next season after China's 3 1/2
month season.
Expand

Posted by Steve-W at 10:20 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

Austin adds another 1.8 mill plus to the equation

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 10:21 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

I am just going by how the US government classifies metropolitan areas. Sacramento is about an hour's drive from Oakland,
too. Philly is about an hour's drive with no traffic from New York, too. You could lump a lot of metro areas together depending
on how you define them.

Posted by km42 at 10:25 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

"Multiple Substances"

Najeh, is this story about to get bigger than just a DUI?

Posted by IAW at 10:27 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

Atlanta Hawks head coach Mike Budenholzer was arrested by the Georgia State Patrol overnight and charged with driving
under the influence.
________

Didn't RC Buford get popped for a DWI a couple of years ago. The Spurs model. 

I hear a chuckle coming from Milwaukee and NYC.
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Posted by MikeJay at 10:27 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

Should we then add Chattanooga, Macon and Athens to the Atlanta population? Only seems fair?

Posted by AstroJoe at 10:32 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

IAW, good call on Buford.

http://www.cbssports.com/mcc/blogs/entry/22748484/33118425

Posted by AstroJoe at 10:36 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

Oh yeah, good luck Ivan. Hopefully, we will see you in a hawks uniform next season.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 10:38 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

That's the "I done f-cked up" face right there.

http://blacksportsonline.com/home/2013/08/atlanta-hawks-head-coach-facing-drug-charges-mugshot/?fb_source=pubv1

Posted by -Melvin- at 10:43 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

Where is that guy/blogger from the last blog that said Ivan would be parking cars and sweeping up trash for the city?

Posted by AstroJoe at 10:50 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

I'd be fine if they terminated Coach Bud. While I think some pro head coaches/managers have survived DUI offenses, I'd
have no problem if they send him packing.
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Posted by Ms_Dee at 10:53 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB

OB,

I didnt bring Josh down, in fact I said that Horford had much much respect for Josh in order for him to finally be in position to
be an AllStar by NOT trying to take over a team that WAS Josh's team when Joe left!! Remember i said, ITS A RESPECT
THING..He was made 1st option FOR THAT REASON ALONE, OB!! Unfortunately, Josh STILL couldnt make the AllStar
team..that's not Horford's fault!!

" When Josh was our number 1 option, we made the playoffs. Don’t you think there is a reason Utah didn’t make Milsap the
#1 option?"

No, whats your point??

Posted by -Melvin- at 10:53 a.m. Aug. 29, 2013
Report Abuse

Ferry wanted the Spurs model, now he has it....LOL
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